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Tricks of the Trade
Getting into the Fold

t i p s  f o r  d o u b l e w i d t h  w e av i n g  f r o m  t o m  k n i s e ly

Using a temple 
Wood or metal?
The slanted teeth on most metal  
temples work best for fairly thick 
fabrics, such as doubleweave in  
relatively heavy wools, or rugs. The 
straight teeth on most wooden  
temples work best for delicate fabrics. 
Sett the temple at the width of the 
fabric in the reed. Advance the temple 
every 11⁄2–2". Place the teeth very 
close to the edge of the fabric. Both 
these steps are very important.

Planning a doublewide fabric
Weaving a fabric twice as wide as the weaving width of your loom is a thrilling 
experience. Many weavers miss out on it because they are afraid of the biggest 
challenge: weaving so that when the fabric is unfolded, there is no evidence that 
it ever was folded. This is difficult for several reasons: Draw-in causes threads to 
be denser at the selvedges, so the same thing will happen at the fold edge of a 
doublewide fabric. Avoiding draw-in by turning the weft loosely at the fold edge 

can cause weft loops and other irregularities there. Here are some 
things you can do to weave a smooth and invisible fold line.

Choose warp stripes
Stripes in the warp—even narrow stripes—draw the eye to 
the stripes instead of to irregularities created by crowded 
warp threads or too much or too little weft tension. If the 
warp stripes are wider than a thread or two (they are narrow 
for this blanket), make the stripe at the fold a dark color and 

use a dark weft. Any differences in density or alignment show 
much less in dark colors.

Sleying the reed 
Loosen the sett at 
the fold edge
Only sampling can help you 
determine the ideal sett at the 
fold for a particular yarn and 
weave structure. For the blanket 
on pages 30–32, sleying the last 
two ends singly instead of two 
per dent counteracts draw-in to 
create the right density at the 
fold. You can check the warp 
density at the fold when you 
start weaving by raising the top 
layer and opening the fold with 
your index finger. ph
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